
 

Fun Activities to Develop Early Literacy Skills 
 

à Have frequent conversations with your child 
à Read stories 
à Ask your child to retell a story 
à Learn fingerplays (5 Little Ducks, The Itsy Bitsy Spider) 
à Create a book corner in your child’s room 
à Let your child see you reading 
à Make up a story 
à Point out road signs while driving 
à Ask your child the author and illustrator of each book and 

what they do 
à Bake cookies in the shape of different letters 
à Make letters with playdough, popsicle sticks, pipe 

cleaners, silverware, yarn 
à Sing the alphabet song 
à Have your child imitate you as you say letter sounds 
à Clap to different rhythms and songs 
à Play a book on tape/CD/YouTube and then discuss it 
à Ask questions about the stories you read 
à Point to letters in words and ask what sound they make 
à Do the Hokey-Pokey 
à Paint rocks with the letters of the alphabet 
à Play a matching/memory game 
à Go to the library to get new books regularly  

Label common household items (Table, chair, door, etc) 
à Have your child write their name on pictures they draw 



à Have your child make their own book, with pictures and 
words 

à Let your child “read” to you, using the pictures in a book 
to tell a story 

à Write and mail a letter to a family member or friend 
à Play “store” or “restaurant” and have your child take 

orders, write receipts, etc 
à Play with foam or plastic letters 
à Complete an alphabet puzzle 
à Make up a rhyming song together 
à Sing nursey rhymes 
à Write letters in a tray of salt or sand 
à Read instructions out loud 
à Use letter magnet to leave messages on the fridge 
à Play Scrabble, using easy words 
à Tell a story without an ending and have your child make it 

up 


